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Whenever I sit down to write “Casting Around” I am mindful of the fact that it has a potential 

readership stretching from Tasmania to South East Queensland and beyond. I say potential 

because although the newsletter is distributed to a number of clubs not everyone reads it. 

However, just in case someone from one of the far flung clubs tries to read my random 

ramblings I try to make sure there I something of interest for those who chase all manner of 

fish on fly in fresh and saltwater. So although my topic this month is Christmas Island, which 

is definitely a saltwater destination, I hope what I have to share has relevance for fly casting 

in all domains. 
 

I have just returned from a week on Christmas Island. Kiritimati Island, as it correctly called, 

it is a coral atoll in the Pacific Ocean two degrees north of the equator. For those of you who 

were thinking Indian Ocean and refugees you need to think again. To get to this Christmas 

Island you need to travel 7000km via Fiji with only one flight in and out each week. To say it 

is isolated is an understatement. But despite its isolation it is a destination known to most fly 

fishers around the world. People come from near and far to test their skills against the 

numerous bonefish, tricky trigger fish and monster GTs. 

 

On my arrival on the island I was pleasantly surprised to find that almost half of our group of 

fourteen was made up of Tasmanians. After the mandatory jokes about counting heads and 

dividing by two at roll call and checking that there was still someone back home to switch off 

the lights it was great to catch up with these guys and swap stories. I was interested to see 

how these predominately trout fishers would find the fishing. Based on their comments and 

my experiences I want to share with you five lessons you need to learn if you want to be 

successful on Christmas Island. These lessons are just as important if you are chasing 

bonefish on the flats, trout in the Western Lakes, carp in inland dams or tuna off the coast. 

  

 

Lesson 1: Learn to cope with the wind. 
 

Everyone complains about the wind but I was surprised to find it was such a concern for most 

of our group including the Tasmanians. Having lived in Launceston for a number of years I 

know it gets windy there. Yet although I found it windier than I recall last year I didn’t 

consider it to be a major issue. I have fished in stronger winds in New Zealand and on the 

NSW Mid North Coast, The issue with the wind on Christmas Island is that it is relentless. 

There are no mountains, lee shores, bends in the river or tress to provide shelter. On the 

exposed tropical flats you have to learn to cope with the wind. 
 



Learning to cope with the wind involves acceptance and preparation. Accept that it is going 

to be windy and be confident that you can handle it. If you are constantly looking for ways to 

get out of the wind or waiting for a calm day you may never go fishing. Start each fishing trip 

with the presumption that the wind is going to blow and think about how you are going to 

deal with it.  
 

Preparation involves a number of factors. I’ll talk about equipment in Lesson 2 but 

preparation needs to start well before you pack your fly rod. You need to practice casting in 

the wind and especially being able to cast on either side of your body. It doesn’t matter if you 

have positioned yourself so you can cast on your dominant side you can guarantee the wind 

will change or the fish hasn’t read the script and will approach from a different direction. 

Learning to cast in all wind directions should be compulsory for all fly fishers whether 

fishing for trout, bonefish or bass.  
 

Lesson 2: Never take a knife to a gunfight! 
 

There are some people who can cast a whole fly line into the wind with a 3 weight rod or land 

a 10lb trout on a 2 weight in less than 3 minutes but I am not one of them. I took a six weight 

rod with me to Christmas Island but it didn’t come out of the bag. Given the strength of the 

wind and the strength of the bonefish I found myself using a 7 or 8 weight most of the time. 

And when I hunted Giant Trevally my 12 weight was in my hand. 

 

                                                                      Giant Trevally 

 

 

When preparing for a trip, whether it be to Christmas Island or New Zealand, you need to 

choose the right equipment. If it is going to be windy and the fish are going to pull hard make 

sure the rod, reel and line are up to the job. A number of people in our group swapped and 

changed rods and lines to find a combination that worked for them. You need an outfit that 

will match your level of experience with the prevailing conditions and your target species. 

You will always find people who want to push their skills to the limit and enjoy using the 

lightest gear possible. That has always to be weighed up against the need to cast the fly to 

your target and land and release the fish as quickly as possible. 



                            Bonefish                                                                                        Triggerfish  
                                                                               
 

Lesson 3: Know where your fly is. 
 

The reason people go to Christmas Island is to sight fish for bonefish. The essence of sight 

fishing is being able to see your target and place the fly in a position where you can watch the 

fish eat it. If you can’t see your fly you are fishing blind. Now I don’t mind admitting that I 

caught a number of bonefish fishing blind. I couldn’t see the fish and I couldn’t see my fly. 

That’s why the guides were so invaluable. When the wind was blowing, the sun was behind 

the clouds and the water was deep I had to rely on the guide to spot the fish. His call of 30 

feet 10’clock was all I had to go on. Once you had “calibrated” your guide’s distances and 

directions it was relatively easy to put the fly in the right spot. Strip, strip, stop, strip and you 

were usually on. 
 

To get the distance right I carried my fly line in such a way as I always had 25 feet of line 

ready to cast. A call of 30 feet meant a shoot of 5. A call of 15ft meant a reach cast to shorten 

the line. I could have marked my fly line, and some people did, but I relied on my experience 

casting at hoops. If you practice enough at set distances you soon learn to put the fly where 

you want. A coloured fly line would have also helped me track the fly but would also have 

given the fish a chance to see the line. If you want to sight fish you must be able to track your 

fly and watch the fish’s reaction. 

 

Lesson 4: Manage your line. 
 

It wasn’t the casting that I found difficult on the windy flats but the line management. What 

do you do with the 30 feet of line that you have off the reel waiting to make a quick cast to an 

approaching fish?  Some would argue use a stripping basket but I find them cumbersome and 

I am reluctant to strap one on. A couple of us tried the “stripper clip” but the strong wind 

blew the coils of line off the clips. The only way for me to manage the line was to hold the 

coils in one hand with the fly firmly pinched between fingers. In our group there was a 

mixture of those who used stripping baskets, those who held the line in coils and those who 

had no line management skills. Needless to say, those who managed their line spent more 

time catching fish and less time undoing tangles. Before you go on a fishing trip decide how 

you are going to manage your line and practice. 



 

 
  

Lesson 5: Shoot to kill. 

 

Any fish that you can sight fish is going to have good eyesight. My guide’s favourite word on 

Christmas Island was “spooky!” When a fish saw my cast or the fly landed too close it would 

take off as if stung by an electric fence. “Spooky!” Fortunately, you didn’t have to wait long 

for another one to come along and another chance to get it right. Getting it right meant 

making minimal false casts and in most cases just one back cast and a shoot. Making too 

many false casts is a problem we all struggle with at times. Sometimes you just have to do it 

to get more line out, cast accurately or change directions. But if you want to catch a fast 

moving fish that can see you as easily as you can see it you have to keep false casts to a 

minimum. That means shooting line. This is another skill that should be practiced before 

going on any fishing trip. Too many casts spook but shooting line kills. 

 

I learnt a lot about casting on Christmas Island and had a great time catching bonefish, trigger 

fish and GTs. I would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys sight fishing and the sound 

of line disappearing rapidly from the reel. If you are planning a trip in the future, be it to a 

local or international destination in fresh or saltwater, I think these five lessons may help. 

Work on them and they will make a difference to your success.  

 

                                                                                Allan Ekert  

***** 

 


